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This format is designed to be read on color devices and cannot be read on black-and-white e-
readers.In Andy Hirsch's Science Comics: Cats, we meet feline friends from the tiniest kodkod to
the biggest tiger, and find out what makes your neighborhood domestic cats so special.
Equipped with teeth, claws, and camouflage to survive everywhere from deserts to
mountaintops, how did these ferocious felines make the leap from predators to playmates... and
are they even done leaping?Every volume of Science Comics offers a complete introduction to a
particular topic—dinosaurs, the solar system, robots, and more. Whether you're a fourth grader
doing a natural science unit at school or a thirty year old with a secret passion for airplanes,
these books are for you!

From School Library JournalGr 4-6-The crew of Breaking Cat News, a group of house cats who
report on their mischievous doings, newscaster-style, returns. The first portion of the book is a
continuous narrative that involves Burt, Puck, Lupin, and Elvis watching the soap opera Our IX
Lives, complete with a wedding, car chase, clairvoyance, and several other tropes of the
daytime drama genre. In the second portion, consisting of individual comic strips, the cats report
on activities such as sniffing a smelly spot in the floor or racing through the house at two in the
morning. Dunn's watercolors and ink lines are an ideal match for her cute, dry humor. The cats'
owners, who are white, are loving hosts to the eventful chaos. Back matter includes several
paper cat dolls and outfits. VERDICT Pet owners will recognize their own four-legged friends in
these humorous news reports. Though lovers of the series will be rewarded, newcomers will
easily take to this one, too.α(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary
of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted. --This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorIn addition to being a syndicated cartoonist, Georgia Dunn is also a
children’s and fantasy/sci-fi illustrator. She sells her watercolor and ink illustrations on Etsy, in
brick and mortar shops, and to educational magazines and independent publications. --This text
refers to the paperback edition.
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Nowadays, it’s all about the cat. There are currently more cats living in households than any
other pet (except for fish). But despite cats’ popularity, society seems to have a love-hate
relationship with them, and it’s been that way ever since humans and cats first met thousands of
years ago! From being both worshipped and sacrificed by ancient Egyptians, to their association
with witchcraft in the Middle Ages, to being considered either good or bad luck (depending on
where you live), cats have experienced plenty of ups and downs during their relationship with us
humans. Even now in the heyday of Grumpy Cat, Lil Bub, cat cafés, and over 26 billion views of
cat videos on YouTube, not everyone loves cats—cats are accused of being mass killers of
songbirds and vectors for disease, and a fair amount of people are just plain afraid of cats (a
condition called ailurophobia).For those of us who do love cats, there’s nothing as soothing as
the sound of a cat purring, especially if they’re snuggled on your lap. But despite this intimate
relationship, there’s also nothing as confusing to many humans as their beloved cat. What is she
thinking? Does he really love me? Why does he pounce on my head at 5 A.M.? Why does she
seem to like petting and then suddenly bite me? And how do cats just seem to know where we
want them to go to the bathroom?!Nowadays, it’s all about the cat. There are currently more cats
living in households than any other pet (except for fish). But despite cats’ popularity, society
seems to have a love-hate relationship with them, and it’s been that way ever since humans and
cats first met thousands of years ago! From being both worshipped and sacrificed by ancient
Egyptians, to their association with witchcraft in the Middle Ages, to being considered either



good or bad luck (depending on where you live), cats have experienced plenty of ups and
downs during their relationship with us humans. Even now in the heyday of Grumpy Cat, Lil Bub,
cat cafés, and over 26 billion views of cat videos on YouTube, not everyone loves cats—cats are
accused of being mass killers of songbirds and vectors for disease, and a fair amount of people
are just plain afraid of cats (a condition called ailurophobia).For those of us who do love cats,
there’s nothing as soothing as the sound of a cat purring, especially if they’re snuggled on your
lap. But despite this intimate relationship, there’s also nothing as confusing to many humans as
their beloved cat. What is she thinking? Does he really love me? Why does he pounce on my
head at 5 A.M.? Why does she seem to like petting and then suddenly bite me? And how do
cats just seem to know where we want them to go to the bathroom?!

I had plenty of questions about the nature of cats, but it wasn’t until one of my own passed away
that my life changed forever: I decided I needed more cats in my life and walked into the local
animal shelter to volunteer. Because I’d lived with cats for most of my life, I thought I knew all
about them. But after my first few weeks in the shelter, I realized I still had a lot to learn. As
territorial animals, cats form an attachment to where they live before they can form attachments
to people. What was fascinating to me was how individual each cat’s response to being in this
new environment was—some cats were terrified, while others adjusted quickly. Were these
personality differences caused by their genes? By how they were raised? And did they only
come to light when cats were in a stressful environment like an animal shelter? These questions
made me realize that I wanted to study cats and know everything there is to know about them!
Fast-forward to many years later, where as a scientist and a cat behavior consultant, my job is to
help us all better understand cats. Cat owners come to me with all kinds of questions about why
their cats don’t get along, or why their cat won’t use the litter box, or why their cat is keeping
them awake all night. And my current research is trying to help us better understand the social
lives and development of cats.But if you want to understand cats, really understand them,
there’s just one thing you need to know. How they came to live with humans, what theirI had
plenty of questions about the nature of cats, but it wasn’t until one of my own passed away that
my life changed forever: I decided I needed more cats in my life and walked into the local animal
shelter to volunteer. Because I’d lived with cats for most of my life, I thought I knew all about
them. But after my first few weeks in the shelter, I realized I still had a lot to learn. As territorial
animals, cats form an attachment to where they live before they can form attachments to people.
What was fascinating to me was how individual each cat’s response to being in this new
environment was—some cats were terrified, while others adjusted quickly. Were these
personality differences caused by their genes? By how they were raised? And did they only
come to light when cats were in a stressful environment like an animal shelter? These questions
made me realize that I wanted to study cats and know everything there is to know about them!
Fast-forward to many years later, where as a scientist and a cat behavior consultant, my job is to
help us all better understand cats. Cat owners come to me with all kinds of questions about why



their cats don’t get along, or why their cat won’t use the litter box, or why their cat is keeping
them awake all night. And my current research is trying to help us better understand the social
lives and development of cats.But if you want to understand cats, really understand them,
there’s just one thing you need to know. How they came to live with humans, what their

bodies are designed to do, and what motivates so many of their behaviors like playing, eating,
and sleeping are all shaped by one thing: HUNTING.Once you know how important being a
predator is for cats, it opens up a whole new world. You won’t see playing with your cat in the
same way ever again! As you’ll learn when you read about Bean, an itty-bitty kitty who starts this
tale with a very empty tummy—there’s only one way to satisfy that empty tummy—by hunting (or
by having a human provide you with a bowl of food). Cats basically have two choices these days:
be a killer or be a companion (the occasional kitty gets to do both). But the fuzzy companions
who live inside still have killer instincts.Unlike dogs, who leapt into domestication with a
boundless enthusiasm, cats have tiptoed their way into our lives. The really cool thing about cats
is that during the process of domestication, we didn’t ask them to change much. We liked cats
because they were warm and cuddly and caught mice, and they liked us because...well,
probably because we were warm and cuddly and gave them food. Kind of the same reasons
they like us now!We didn’t ask cats to change, but we changed their environment almost
overnight! They went from living free in the streets to spending most of their time in an indoor
environment—an environment that is no doubt safer for cats (and birds!)—but without some
effort, might be a bit boring. After all, there’sbodies are designed to do, and what motivates so
many of their behaviors like playing, eating, and sleeping are all shaped by one thing:
HUNTING.Once you know how important being a predator is for cats, it opens up a whole new
world. You won’t see playing with your cat in the same way ever again! As you’ll learn when you
read about Bean, an itty-bitty kitty who starts this tale with a very empty tummy—there’s only
one way to satisfy that empty tummy—by hunting (or by having a human provide you with a bowl
of food). Cats basically have two choices these days: be a killer or be a companion (the
occasional kitty gets to do both). But the fuzzy companions who live inside still have killer
instincts.Unlike dogs, who leapt into domestication with a boundless enthusiasm, cats have
tiptoed their way into our lives. The really cool thing about cats is that during the process of
domestication, we didn’t ask them to change much. We liked cats because they were warm and
cuddly and caught mice, and they liked us because...well, probably because we were warm and
cuddly and gave them food. Kind of the same reasons they like us now!We didn’t ask cats to
change, but we changed their environment almost overnight! They went from living free in the
streets to spending most of their time in an indoor environment—an environment that is no doubt
safer for cats (and birds!)—but without some effort, might be a bit boring. After all, there’s

not much to hunt inside, except maybe the occasional bug. As you’ll see as you read ahead,
Bean’s human knows just what to do to turn the indoors into a kitty paradise—and you can do



the same with your own cat!Dogs wear their hearts on their sleeves; in comparison, cats may
seem like a bit of a mystery. But I predict that is all about to change. In recent years, the level of
scientific interest in cats has mirrored cultural interest in cats: in other words, it's been off the
charts. Okay, maybe not like 26-billion-views-of-cat-videos-on-YouTube off the charts, but I’d say
we are entering a Renaissance period for feline science. We are also recognizing that to properly
study cats, we must be a little creative, like using technology (such as cameras and
accelerometers) and observing cats in familiar environments instead of a laboratory (since they
are so territorial) to get a better sense of what they really do.So the book that is in your hands is
a great place to start if you are interested in science and especially if you are interested in cats.
You’re going to leave with an understanding of how cats came to live with and love humans, and
why we love them so. If you have a cat in your home, this book will help you be a better friend to
them—and who knows, perhaps some of you will go on to study cats yourselves in the future. I
hope you are inspired by this book and enjoy reading it as much as I did!Dr. Mikel Maria
Delgado, PhDPostdoctoral researcher at the University of California, Davis, School ofVeterinary
Medicine, and cat behavior consultant at Feline Mindsnot much to hunt inside, except maybe the
occasional bug. As you’ll see as you read ahead, Bean’s human knows just what to do to turn
the indoors into a kitty paradise—and you can do the same with your own cat!Dogs wear their
hearts on their sleeves; in comparison, cats may seem like a bit of a mystery. But I predict that is
all about to change. In recent years, the level of scientific interest in cats has mirrored cultural
interest in cats: in other words, it's been off the charts. Okay, maybe not like 26-billion-views-of-
cat-videos-on-YouTube off the charts, but I’d say we are entering a Renaissance period for feline
science. We are also recognizing that to properly study cats, we must be a little creative, like
using technology (such as cameras and accelerometers) and observing cats in familiar
environments instead of a laboratory (since they are so territorial) to get a better sense of what
they really do.So the book that is in your hands is a great place to start if you are interested in
science and especially if you are interested in cats. You’re going to leave with an understanding
of how cats came to live with and love humans, and why we love them so. If you have a cat in
your home, this book will help you be a better friend to them—and who knows, perhaps some of
you will go on to study cats yourselves in the future. I hope you are inspired by this book and
enjoy reading it as much as I did!Dr. Mikel Maria Delgado, PhDPostdoctoral researcher at the
University of California, Davis, School ofVeterinary Medicine, and cat behavior consultant at
Feline Minds
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NoCalGal, “Easy to read comic format, fun illustrations but great science books for my 9 year
old. My 9 year old son loves this series of books. They are written in a comic strip format so kids
can read them easily but contain a lot of information. The stories flow together well and the
visuals are nice. My son always learns so much when he reads these. He has really enjoyed
Crows, Cars, Planets and, if you can imagine, Plagues. Yes, Plagues was fun for him to read and
he was telling me about antibodies, etc. Too cool!”

Chad Syme, “I loved this book. I’m 8 years old and I really loved this book I thought that this book
was really funny and just a amazing book! I think you should read this book.”

Tammy Flowers, “Colorful, easy. Book had colorful pictures and easy to read.”

Deidre Griffith, “Fun educational comic. As always science comics do not disappoint. Full of tons
of info and presented in a fun way. Definitely recommend for kids.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Loved it!. My girls loved this book. Great illustrations. Fun story line and
interesting facts.”

Karen Bunnell, “Great books. My 8 year old son *loves* these books”

Kelly McCarthy, “Kids love them. My kids love these books and they learn plenty of facts. They
actually fight over them.”

The book by Rory Keane has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 404 people have provided feedback.
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